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ARTICLE INFO ABSTRACT 
 Composite materials find extensive application in high-end industries like 

aerospace technology, heavy machinery manufacturing, and spacecraft 
construction. Recent advancements show how multifunctional composite 
materials (MFCMs) are becoming more and more common. Composite 
materials continue to be enhanced, innovated upon, and eventually replaced 
with metals despite undergoing extensive destructive and non-destructive 
testing. This ongoing development highlights the durability and resilience of 
these materials. The objective of the current study is to review relevant topics 
for modern multifunctional composite materials. The majority of the literature 
is devoted to nanomaterial-based MFCMs and highlights the structural 
properties of these materials, including stiffness, tensile strength, damping, 
strength, and thermal stability. electromagnetic interference (EMI), thermal 
electrical properties, and biodegradability shielding are examples of non-
structural features. The study emphasizes how crucial these characteristics are 
to the creation of MFCMs for a range of uses. 
 
Keywords: Composites, Multifunctional, Self-healing, Biodegradability, 
lightweight. 

 
Introduction: 

 
The industry is seeing a rise in the use of MFCMs for the reason that of their exceptional blend of non-
structural and structural qualities. These materials include two main aspects: their varied mechanical and 
physical characteristics, as well their development and production procedures. Most of the reviewed literature 
focuses on mechanical characteristics of MFCMs. A study's scope necessitates the presence of research 
publications from relevant fields for instance electronics, thermodynamics and materials science. Most of the 
reviewed papers discuss composites, often known as polymer composite materials, that have varying 
compositions. The essential forcreation and application of MFCMs has clearly increased over the previous 20 
years. In only the years 2010 to 2017, MFCMs saw a rise in use in several industries, including 
manufacturing, building, and the creation of multidisciplinary equipment. Historically, the emphasis has 
been on creating composite buildings that can support large loads—often at the price of other non-functional 
characteristics. In order to improve composites, additional materials with the required qualities were added, 
resulting in large, multi-layered structures. In addition to gaining weight, these resulting composite materials 
often had delamination issues over time. MFCMs simultaneously target improvements in related 
characteristics and load-bearing functional features. These days, non-functional qualities are essential parts 
of MFCMs. 
 
New materials, combinations, and qualities are always being developed in this field, and every study that is 
conducted advances the field. Gibson [1] has written a great deal on developments in MFCMs until 2010.But 
new developments have made it even more important to syndicate the advances and achievements completed 
in the above materials thru the previous nine years, since 2010 to 2019. This study has included 
utmosttopical papers from academic conferences and prestigious journals. Remarkably, the quantity of 
pertinent papers increased dramatically between 2010 and 2016, rising from additional than 200 to around 
580 publications annually [2]. The figure 1 exemplifies the many uses, essential characteristics, and 
importance of MFCMs castoff in modern settings [3]. 
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Fig. 1: Block diagram illustrating the methods, important features, and MFCMs [1]. 

 
Important developments in the arena of MFCMs, which can fulfill a series of non-structural and structural 
roles, have been prompted by the essential for materials. A material with high strength, stiffness, damping is 
one that exhibits a variety of structural functions. In a similar vein, a material's high load-bearing capacity 
and capacity to dampen vibration and noise are indicative of its non-structural functions. Furthermore, 
features like self-repairing mechanisms, energy storage (as in batteries), and thermal insulation have 
included. The 3rd grade class of substantial that has both numerous non-structural and multiple structural 
functionalities. Significant research and development efforts have been directed toward both types of 
MFCMs. Reviewing recent advancements and assessments of the non-functional and functional possessions 
of MFCMs grounded on nanoparticles is the goal of this work. The bulk of the publications under review are 
about MFCMs that make use of nanomaterials. 
 

Associated Work: 
 
A substantial amount of articles and review papers have been produced as a result of the increased interest in 
MFCMs.  Author [2] described the various kinds of MFCMs and their potential applications in energy storage 
and conversion, transportation equipment, medical applications, and civil engineering. However, researcher’s 
[4] focused on composites enhanced with graphene. The researcher [5] conducted a evaluation on effects of 
drilling on laminates of composite, which comprise materials like graphene fiber-reinforced plastics, CFRP, 
etc. The work provides a comprehensive understanding of drilling of laminates (composites) [6]. 
 
In an effort to pinpoint the consistent qualities and uses of SCB for composite materials, author [6] presented 
MFCMs that naturally degrade generated from SCB. Recent developments in improving the degrading 
characteristics of metal-free MFCMs by studies have been conducted on the utilization of epoxy packed with 
carbon-based nano-reinforcements[7].In order to create nature-inspired processes that are autonomic and 
self-healing in composite materials, Author [8] studied fracture initiation and circulation in MFCMs. 
Similarly, multipurpose composite made of graphite epoxy material's fatigue characteristics and A dedicated 
NASA study[9]. A Researcher[10] showed that segregated structures were the source of the conductive 
polymer composites' (CPCs') characteristics. Thermoelectric shielding, electromagnetic shielding, and ultra-
low percolation characteristics properties of CPCs were also investigated in their research. Furthermore, Qian 
[11] noticed that consuming carbon nanotubes as fillers for MFCMs increased their strength. The study 
offered a thorough analysis of the enhanced mechanical, electrical, and thermal characteristics by studying 
multipurpose polymer composites containing carbon atoms and how microwaves are absorbed by them. 
Furthermore, Brosseau's research looked at how the shape, content, and geometry of carbon particles affected 
their capability to absorb electromagnetic radiation [12]. As they looked into the hardening procedures and 
epoxy resins,author [13] used carbon nanotubes to produce high-performance components utilized in 
aircraft. Conversely, however, researcher [14] carried out a thorough analysis of the MFCMs' mechanical 
characteristics, evaluating their tensile, fracture toughness, dynamic, and rheological qualities. Their research 
presented the processing parameters and techniques had a important influence on the characteristics of 
VGCNF/polymer composites. In the area of multifunctional bio-nano composites, author [15] conducted a 
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thorough analysis that clarified the characteristics, present developments, and future potential of materials of 
polylactic acid (PLA). Their investigation focused on the uses of these composites in PLA modification and 
tissue engineering. Green composites are multifunctional materials derived from nature that have been 
studied by Dicker et al. [16] and shown to have potential in a number of applications. A evaluation of the 
mechanical characteristics, changeable fiber properties, biodegradability, renewability, and an additional 
investigation looked at the toxicity of multipurpose green composites[17].The results demonstrated that 
normal composites consume a lot of promise for infrastructure applications as a result of their favorable 
economic, environmental, and human need-fulfilling qualities. 
 
Numerous structural characteristics of MFCM: 
In traditional composite materials, achieving desired qualities usually means altering the composition of 
different stiffeners and strengthening agents[2].A MFCMs should have the following essential structural 
qualities: energy absorption, thermal stability, ductility, strength, and fracture toughness. Recent 
developments in this arena have achieved important benchmarks, resulting in the creation of composite 
materials with resistance to harsh environmental conditions [23]. Even yet, the majority of the composite 
materials is an important consideration when constructing lightweight materials, It's not commonly thought 
of as serving a structural purpose. A materialis incredibly strong under deformation stresses and lightweight 
was explained by author [24]. By adding freely tunable zinc oxide (ZnO) molecules during the CVD 
manufacture of the material, these material features were achieved. When added to composite binding 
agents, nanoparticles shown to improve mechanical characteristics. Researchers and scientists continue to be 
interested in improving mechanical characteristics for the creation of MFCMs. Author did research on this 
topic [25]. Auhtor demonstrated notable improvements in the mechanical properties and resilience against 
sand erosion of glass fiber epoxy reinforced polymer composites. In Figure. 2they found that adding carbon 
nanofiber paper between the layers increased the flexural strength by 24 percent. Researchers [26] reported 
that by transforming conventional structures into almost isotropic microscale element cells with better 
structural binding, ultra-light and Composite meta-materials with extreme stiffness were created. The 
method used to create these shapes was called "micro stereo lithography," and it involved post-processing 
and coating at the nanoscale. Furthermore, The application of single- and multi-walled carbon nanotubes has 
been demonstrated to greatly enhance the overall structural properties of composite materials. These studies 
have demonstrated that adding carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to epoxy can increase its toughness by 36 to 53%, 
dependent on the degree of diffusion in the epoxy[27, 28]. 
 

 
Fig.2.compares the flexural stress to strain of a glass fiber composite with and without nano-paper 

augmentation[25]. 
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Hybrid MFCMs based on micro and nano fillers: 

 
Fig.4 (a). shows a CNT SEM picture and (b) shows a polycarbonate /2% CNT TEM image [33]. 

 
When composite materials are embedded in an epoxy matrix, the addition of SWCNT, MWCNT and MWCNT 
improves mechanical qualities including stiffness, load carrying capacity, and fracture toughness. The 
characteristics of MFCMs have significantly improved when typical micron size particles are used in addition 
to CNTs, according to a significant number of recent research [33, 34].Figure 4 displays the TEM picture of 
the polycarbonate in the composite matrix and the SEM examination of the CNT, while Figure 5 
demonstrations the properties of various fillers at both microscales’ and nanoon particular notched 
effectiveresistance. It demonstrates that the combination of CNT and polycarbonate increases the maximum 
toughness of the composite materials by 435 percent. 
 

 
Fig.5.Compares the impact asset of a particular notched impact with the occurrence of carbon nanotubes and 

polycarbonate/CNT [33]. 
 
When incorporated into traditional polymer composites, the heightened longitudinal strength and elastic 
modulus of these fibers result in enhanced matrix-dominated transverse strength. However, these composites 
often exhibit inferior characteristics of longitudinal compressive strength. As a result, numerous attempts 
have been undertaken to incorporate nano-enforcements onto the fiber surface to increase the inadequate 
longitudinal compressive asset [35]. An alternate technique is to use filled nanoparticles in place of the pure 
resin polymer matrix[36]. High levels of compressive and impact strength are attained in these circumstances 
because impact energy is absorbed by the plastic deformation brought on by empty voids. Authors [37] 
discovered the adding of silica-based nanoparticles to epoxy led to enhancements in material's longitudinal 
compressive strength. Complicating the addition of silica particles was the requirement to accomplish a 
uniform distribution of the particles throughout the PMC, The mechanical characteristics and structural 
capacities of the composite materials were markedly enhanced by the inclusion of silica particles, both micro 
and nanoscale. Young's modulus increased with the percentage of nanoparticles. However, the attentiveness 
of micron-sized particles remained unaffected. 
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Electrical Energy Storage: 
 
In fact, because of rising awareness of environmental issues, there has been a proposal to gradually shift the 
transportation system's dependency cars. None the less, a significant obstacle impeding the advancement of 
EV technology is energy storage. Electric cars that can outperform fossil fuel-powered vehicles are yet not 
able to be powered by standard Li-ion and Li-polymer batteries or comparable technologies. As the focus 
shifts towards energy-based transportation vehicles and the demand for reliable methods of power storage 
continues to grow, many solutions have been proposed in recent years. 
 

 
Fig.6.Comparing conventional Li-ion and MES composite batteries[38]. 

 
Marketable transitional modulus fibers that were created and industrialised for structural batteries have been 
demonstrated by the author to be relevant [38]. It was found that the batteries' electrochemical capacity 
quadrupled with sized carbon fiber composite. The idea was to sandwich the cell's electrochemistry between 
face sheets using multipurpose energy storage composites. To carry out the experiment, four A-hour capacity 
batteries with different reinforcing array configurations were made. The MFCMs and the traditional Li-ion 
battery are showed in Fig. 6. 
 
Storage, Insulation and thermal conductivity, 
The usage of these composites as current paddings for energy-saving claims, thermal conductors for effective 
system heating or cooling, and current stowing for energy manufacture have all been researched. Thermal 
insulators have poor mechanical qualities and come in a variety of sizes and forms. The application of 
multifunctional composites yields benefits related to mechanical strength and thermal insulation 
[39].Thermal insulation was accomplished by using the anhydrite/aerogel combination. The process used to 
make the composite was hydrophilization of the hydrophobic silica aerogel particles in a polymer-based 
surfactant. For this objective, Author [40]created a CCM based on alumina fibers and hollow silica particles. 
In the temperature series of 126 to 538 C, the results demonstrated significantly reduced thermal conductivity 
as associated to standard inorganic insulating materials. The composite material's microstructures are 
responsible for this decreased heat conductivity. The shaped 
 

 
Fig.6.Comparing CCIM with traditional insulators [40]. 
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ceramic composite padding and conventional insulators are compared in Fig.7.In additional study authors 
investigated the properties of freeze-thaw and dry-wet cycles of thermal characteristics of composite 
materials grounded on straw and plaster that were suggested for use as building insulation. Gypsum was 
strengthened using two types of straw, for insulating purposes. The amount of thermal insulation increased of 
less than 0.92% and 0.85%, respectively, indicating that structures should be insulated under normal climatic 
circumstances. Comparing epoxy based composite to comparable biomaterials, researcher [70] found the 
composite increased insulation by as much as 30% for buildings. Studies from the past have also documented 
the use of additional bio waste products for thermal insulation [41]. 
 
Self-healing functions: 
Even though a number of experts consumethere is still a lot of untapped potential in the realm of self-healing 
composite materials. The instant harm occurs, The fluid that is enclosed is discharged and the crack's spread 
is halted by the obligatory of the fibers. Applications for this type of self-healing technology are many and 
include everything from spacecraft and airplanes to household appliances [42]. Fig.7 displays the SEM 
pictures of the polymethyl-methacrylate microcapsules. 
 

 
Fig. 7. SEM pictures of the composite material's encapsulated polymethylmethacrylate [43]. 

 
Incessant carbon fiber composites' self-healing qualities have been documented by auhtor[43]. Diels–Alder 
cyclo-addition adducts were incorporated into polyurethane by means of fiber integration, brief shear testing 
of beams was utilized to assess the healing efficiency. For the main delamination, the material demonstrated 
a therapeutic effectiveness of 85%, and for the 2nddelamination, 73%.In addition to encapsulation, the study 
identified extremely dynamic supramolecular schemes, triplebonds, pyridine–metal bonds, and other 
sophisticated self-healing processes. These composite materials demonstrated strong self-healing qualities 
and high storage modules. Additionally, composites that cure themselves using organic materials such 
microbrillated cellulose and soy protein were utilized in one of the research. According to the research, soy 
protein isolate has a self-healing effectiveness of up to 27%. The compounds were formulated utilizing 
strontium fluor alum inosilicate based particles and an aqueous resolution of polyacrylic acids encapsulated 
in silica microcapsules. This resultant composite effectively arrested micro-cracks without requiring external 
intervention. 
 

MFCMs' biodegradability: 
 
Environmental laws have led to a increasing worry over synthetic inorganic composite materials. The 
development of composite materials that are both biodegradable and recyclable has already started. 
Biodegradable natural fiber composites are replacing synthetic ones because they are less expensive, have a 
lower density, and are renewable resources. Pietro et al. looked into one such material, developing and 
characterizing Kenaf fiber composites for their morphological, mechanical, and thermal characteristics. An 
extensive investigation of commercial biodegradable composites and their thermo-mechanical characteristics 
revealed the significance of fillers (wood flour and nanosilica particles), which led to a 100% increase in 
modulus. It was also demonstrated that the biodegradable composites have increased creep resistance. 
Author reviewed the characteristics and compositions of synthetic and natural biodegradable multifunctional 
composites in different research. The composites were subjected to tests for mass loss, fungal resistance, and 
biodegradability by burial in the earth. The biodegradability curves for polylactic acid–chitosan, polylactic 
acid–ethylcellulose, polylactic acid–chitosan–PEG, and polylactic acid–MCC–PEG. A small number of earlier 
investigations have developed MFCMs using biodegradable biomaterials, such as agarose and composites 
made of starch reinforced with graphene fibers and date palm. When agarose was added to the bio-plastic 
composite, these composites' strength increased by 140%.  
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In a different work, a biodegradable composite material was created by impregnating biodegradable 
polylactic acid with nanocellulose fibers. When applied to a surface, this hygroscopic composite material 
regulates the pace at which water evaporates. Compared to the standard control value of 1315 g perm2 per 
day, the findings demonstrated a decreased rate of water transfer of 34 g perm2 per day. Since the resulting 
composite material decomposes naturally, it has the potential to be a useful packaging material in the future. 
A characterization of an additional biodegradable composite plastic was carried out. 
Using poly-butylene succinate, a totally biodegradable composite material was created to be used as a 
plasticizer in L-poly-lactide-beex blends. 
Tensile tests were conducted at 140°C following injection and extrusion. The results also showed that the 
addition of poly-butylene-succinate in variable amounts increased the composite's elongation by 17.4% and 
its fracture toughness by 29%. In a work on completely biodegradable composites, Pereira da Silva119 using 
lignocellulose from leftover peach palm trees as the reinforcing filler in poly-butylene-adipate-co-
terephthalate. 
 

Conclusion: 
 
The paper provides a fair overview of the functional and non-functional characteristics of multifunctional 
composite materials. The studies' examined papers reflect the most recent developments after 2010. Apart 
from analyzing the primary characteristics, the research also looks at several traditional and unconventional 
uses for every composite. The non-structural functions included electrical conductivity/storage, super 
capacitance, thermal insulation/storage/ conductivity, fire retardancy, self-healing, biodegradability, and 
adsorption. The functional qualities included strength, stiffness, elongation, and fracture toughness. 
Composite materials' future trajectory goes beyond improving structural functions; an increasing amount of 
attention is being paid to the creation of MFCMs for a variety of uses, such as electric energy storage and 
biomedicine. A survey of the nonstructural functions revealed a significant deficiency in the study and 
advancement of these attributes. Analytical models that can comprehend the outcomes of the experiments 
and optimize the MFCMs for the intended uses are also required. 
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